
clip- in weft set40 cm

clip- in weft set
 40 cm Clip-In extensions



Can you keep the latest Backstage Secret?! Discover the Balmain Hair Clip-In Weft Set, 

with unique ombre color effect. The ultimate set of Clip-In Wefts to create a beautiful 

new hair style in just 5 minutes.
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13 cm2 x 7,5 cm 20 cm 25 cm

change your style in just 

5 minutes

Quickly and comfortably apply lustrous length, 

volume and color. Featuring the patented Soft 

Blend Edge, the Clip-In Weft Set will glorify your 

hair in just 5 minutes. 

You can now have the long hair you always wanted. 

Simply clip it in for an instant new look.
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clip-in Weft set 

• 100% Human Hair

• 40 cm length

• 5 different width strips

• Ombre color

• No risk of damage

• 6 months guarantee

step by step 

• Make a parting around the neck area.

• Clip in the 13 cm wide piece.

• Make a second parting 2 - 3 cm above the first 

weft, clip in the 20 cm wide piece.

• Make a third parting 2 -3  cm above the second 

parting. Clip in the 25 cm wide weft.

• Make a parting on both sides of the head. Clip 

in a 7,5 cm wide weft on each side.
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ombre color

Balmain Hair explored the boundaries of color ; 

ombre color. Amazing hand dyed blends of natural 

shades which gives your hair luxury, subtleness and 

depth for the perfect sun kissed look.

Richard Guliker, Art director

“We developed a unique 

palette of shades we 

found around the world. 

Colors like New York blond, 

Rio brown, Barcelona red 

are just few of the Clip-

In Weft colors we have 

designed. Since each color 

consist of regrowth, high/

lowlights,tip tones and sunrise & sunset, we have 

been able to create the most commercially versatile 

collection ever created.” 

 

sunrise & sunset

The Clip-In Weft can be worn both sides. Each 

side has its own feeling; the sunrise side is the 

lighter side and is layered. On the sunset side, the 

length is solid and the colors darker.

The perfect solution for clients that want a quick 

make-over without a permanent attachment. 

Soft Blend 
Edge

(patented)

Regrowth

Highlights

Lowlights

TipTones

SuNRISE OR SuNSET 

layered style solid style



stockholm
Sunrise: 10A

Sunset: 10G

l.a
Sunrise: 8CG + 9G

Sunset: 5CG.6CG

sydney
Sunrise: 5CG.6CG

Sunset: 4 + 5

amsterdam
Sunrise: 10A

Sunset: 8G.9G 

london
Sunrise: 6G + 8G

Sunset: 5CG.6CG

milan
Sunrise: 4CG.6CG

Sunset: 1 + 5

new york
Sunrise: 9.10G

Sunset: 8CG + 9G

barcelona
Sunrise: 5C.7C

 Sunset: 3.4

rio
Sunrise: 3.4

 Sunset: 1

ombre color collection
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tips & tricks

How to wear the Sunset side?

1. Remove the clips from the Sunrise side (tool: 

Balmain Hair stitch ripper).

2. Place the clips to the Sunset side.

3. Sew the clips just below the Soft Blend Edge.

hair care

Hair care is essential to maintain healthy, shiny, 

beautiful hair. Hair with extensions needs a little 

extra nourishment and the range of hair care 

products from Balmain Hair has been specially 

developed to give the extra nourishment while 

keeping your natural hair in perfect condition. It is 

essential you use this to validate the 6 month hair 

quality guarantee.




